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The effect of the impact of Comet Shoemaker Levy-9 
on Jupiter's Aurorae 
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Abstract. We present infrared spectra and images of 
the jovian aurorae taken at wavelengths sensitive to the 
H3 + molecular ion during the period around the im- 
pact of Comet Shoemaker Levy-9. The spectra were 
obtained using CGS4 on the United Kingdom Infrared 
Telescope and the images using NSFcam on NASA's 
Infrared Telescope Facility. Comparison with spectra 
obtained in May, 1993, shows that while the relative 
intensities of the northern and southern auroral zones 

prior to and during impact week (July 16 - 22, 1994) 
were broadly comparable with those of 1993, a few days 
after the last collision the northern aurora was consider- 

ably enhanced and its southern counterpart somewhat 
depressed. The north/south auroral ratio was return- 
ing to more normal values a week later. The effect of 
material drifting from the impact sites to the southern 
auroral zone is discussed in relation to these results. 

Introduction 

Much information concerning the effects of the im- 
pacts of the twenty-plus fragments of Comet Shoemaker 
Levy-9 (SL9) has already been made available both to 
the scientific community and the public at large. One 
region of the jovian atmosphere which was likely to be 
affected by the impacts was the outer layer, which in- 
cludes the ionosphere. Observation of this region dur- 
ing the impacts was limited, but interesting data are 
emerging (Ballester et al, 1994; Clarke et al., 1994; 
Encrenaz et al., 1994; Orton et al., 1994). In recent 
years, the molecular ion H3 + has proved an invaluable 
probe of the physical conditions in the aurorae and gen- 
eral ionosphere (see review by Miller et al., 1994) and 
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the morphology of the auroral zones (Connerney et al., 
1993). Here we present a preliminary analysis of the ef- 
fect of the SL9 collisions on the auroral zones of Jupiter, 
as monitored by variations in the emission of this ion. 
Spectra were obtained as part of the United Kingdom 
Infrared Telescope's SL9 impact programme; images 
were obtained as part of the effort of the NASA Infrared 
Telescope Facility Comet Collision Science Team. 

Observations 

During the SL9 impact period, spectra of the auro- 
ral regions were obtained using the UKIRT CGS4 long 
slit spectrometer at both moderate (A/AA = 1000) and 
echelle (A/AA = 15000) resolving powers. The combi- 
nation of the 300ram focus camera and the 75 lines/mm 
grating gave a pixel size of 1.54" x 1.54" at moderate 
resolution. For the echelle spectra a slit width of 1.2" 
was used, with the individual pixels extending 2" along 
the slit. At that time, 1" was equivalent to about 3,700 
kilometers at Jupiter. The spectra presented here were 
obtained on July 15, 17, 19, 20, 25 and 27, with the 
spectrometer slit aligned from pole-to-pole along the 
central meridian. Different central meridian longitudes 
( c.m.1.; all longitudes are expressed in System III) could 
thus be sampled as Jupiter rotated under the slit. 

At moderate resolution, spectra were obtained around 
a central wavelength of 3.45/•m and 4.00/•m; at echelle 
resolution spectra were obtained at a central wavelength 
of 3.533/•m. The spectral range was approximately 
0.25/•m at moderate resolution and 0.017/•m at echelle. 
Typical integration times were 5-10 seconds, with total 
integrations per complete spectrum between one and 
several minutes. Each spectrum was sampled every 1/3 
resolution element. The reference sky position was 120" 
perpendicular to the slit orientation. Flux calibration 
and removal of atmospheric features were carried out 
using the standard star BS5056. The reduced spectra 
were compared to CGS4 spectra of Jupiter obtained 
during May 3- 5, 1993 (Lam et al., 1994). 

Images sensitive to H3 + auroral emissions were ob- 
tained using the NASA IRTF facility camera, NSFcam. 
This has a 1% circular variable filter (c.v.f.) which en- 
ables a continuous range of wavelengths to be selected. 
The platescale used throughout gave pixels subtending 
0.35" x 0.35". The images used here were obtained 
with the c.v.f. centred at 3.4/•m; 1s-sky subtracted ex- 
posures were co-added to give total exposure times of 
60s per image. Flux calibration made use of standard 
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star BS5530. Because the dome was too bright for the 
sensitive InSb array in NSFcam, sky frames were used 
for fiat fielding. Images were obtained on July 15, 17, 
27 and 28 and August 7 at a number of different c.m.l.s. 
For both the spectra and images, the overall seeing was 
around 1" as a result of atmsopheric conditions and 
having to observe during the evening. 

Results 

The relative brightness of the northern and southern 
auroral zones depends on the c.m.1. at which the mea- 
surements are made. Variations are due in part to the 
exact geometry at which the auroral arcs are viewed, 
in part to temporal effects and in part to intrinsic lon- 
gitudinal dependence. Typically the northern aurora 
is brighter for c.m.l.s between 150 and 210, with the 
southern brighter between 330 and 50, and a mixed, in- 
termediate situation otherwise. Normal N/S total au- 
roral flux ratios vary between 0.3 and 3 (Lam, 1995). 
For example, in data obtained between May 1 and 3, 
1993, the N/S ratio for c.m.l.s between 40 and 50 was 
0.354-0.08; between 160 and 210, N/S had an average 
value of 1.83, ranging between 3.0 (at 160) and 1.3 (at 
210) (Lam et al., in preparation). 

Figure i shows a plot of N/S auroral ratios measured 
during the period July 12 to August 7, 1994. Data from 
CGS4 spectra and NSFcam images are combined on the 
graph. Errors are shown by the length of the data bar. 
The 40-plus observations represent a good longitudinal 
sample of the planet, and full details- too extensive to 
publish here - are available from the authors on request. 
The data from the images were obtained straightfor- 
wardly by measuring the total flux visible in each of 
the individual auroral regions and calculating the ra- 
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l*igure 1. North/south auroral intensity ratios during 
the SL9- Jupiter Impact period. 

tio. At 3.4/•m, the continuum emission contributed less 
than 10% of the total Ha + output. 

The process used to obtain ratios for the spectra was 
more complicated, however. Emission lines of the Ha + 
y• band dominate the spectra in both auroral zones, 
and extend across the planet at all latitudes at a much 
reduced intensity. The fits to the spectra were obtained 
using a combination of laboratory Ha + wavelengths and 
ab initio Einstein A coefficients for the individual tran- 

sitions (Kao et al. 1991). We attempted to derive in- 
dependent column densities (p) and temperatures for 
each individual spectral row. Typically, densities of a 
few tens x 10 x• cm-2 are obtained with temperatures 
in the region of 800 to 1000K. However these parame- 
ters are strongly (> 99%) correlated and for the rest of 
this paper we make use of an Ha + comparison emission 
parameter, E(c.m.1.), computed as follows. 

The best-fit values of p and T were obtained for each 
row in each of the northern and southern auroral zones 

showing bright auroral emission. For the value of T 
obtained, the total emission per molecule of Ha + was 
calculated assuming quasi-thermal equilibrium (Kim et 
al. 1992). This was then multiplied by the column den- 
sity and the results for the bright rows added for each 
zone and multiplied by the distance subtended by the 
pixel length on Jupiter. This gave a result in ergs s -1 
sr -x cm -1 and was equivalent to measuring the flux 
per steradian coming from a lcm-wide strip along the 
c.m.1. on Jupiter, spanning the auroral region in ques- 
tion. This process made knowledge of the pixel filling 
factor unnecessary and made it possible not only to ob- 
tain the north/south brightness ratio in each spectral 
image, but to compare with the 1993 data on an abso- 
lute scale. 

Figure i shows that while data collected prior to and 
during impact week have N/S auroral ratios similar 
to those normally pertaining, on July 25 and July 27 
the peak N/S ratios reached ten and eight respectively, 
much higher than normally measured and well outside 
of the range of error of the observations. By August 
7, however, the situation was returning more or less to 
normal. That the N/S enhancement is not simply due 
to viewing geometry can be demonstrated by comparing 
ratios for longitudinal regions for which we have several 
measurements. For instance, in the 1993 dataset, c.m.1 
210 has N/S ratio of 1.3 and c.m.1. 241 0.8. On July 15, 
at c.m.1. 223, we measure N/S - 1.1, consistent with 
the previous year. But on July 25, at c.m.1. 236, we 
find N/S - 5.7 and on July 27, at c.m.1. 224, N/S - 
6.3, both clearly enhanced. By August 7, N/S at c.m.1. 
230 has fallen back to 2.3. Other longitudinal regions 
show similar effects. These data raise the question as 
to whether the high N/S ratio was due to the enhance- 
ment of the northern zonal emission, the suppression of 
the south or a combination of the two. 

Observing conditions made it difficult to obtain re- 
liable absolute fluxes for the images. The higher reso- 
lution spectra could be calibrated, however, giving reli- 
able values of E(c.m.1.). In Figure 2, these are presented 
for the data of July 25 and July 27, 1994 and compared 
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Figure 2. Total H• + emission, E(c.m.1.) as a function 
of c.m.1. in (top)northern auroral region and (bottom) 
southern auroral region. 

with those for May 3- 5, 1993. The 1993 data show 
that maximum values of E(c.m.1.) in both the north 
and the south were around 1.5 x 10 [ø erg s -[ sr -[ cm -[. 
The 1994 data, on the other hand, indicate a dramatic 
change. In the south, maximum auroral emissions are 
suppressed to less than 7 x 109 erg s -[ sr -[ cm -[, while 
in the north they reach values well in excess of 3 x 10 [ø 
erg s -• sr -• cm -[. 

In the south, on July 25/27 the suppression is great- 
est at those c.m.l.s which normally show the brightest 
emission; at the lower emission longitudes the situa- 
tion differs little from 1993. In the north, the lower 
emission regions on July 25/27 are similarly not much 
different from 1993. It is the normally bright auroral 
region around c.m.1. 150-180 which is enhanced by up 
to a factor of three. This combination of northern en- 

hancement and southern suppression thus accounts for 
the N/S ratio close to 10, observed at c.m.l.s around 
150, which shows up in Figure 1. 

Discussion 

Clarke et al. (1994) noticed an unusual auroral event 
linked with the impact of one of the larger fragments of 
SL9. Fragment K caused an auroral brightening about 
an hour after impact at a northern latitude of around 
44 and at a point magnetically conjugate to the impact 
site. Dessler and Hill (1994) have suggested that this 
could have been due to ions, forced onto field lines in the 
south by the impact itself, precipitating in the northern 
hemisphere. In the absence of an impact, however, this 
mechanism does not appear to be appropriate for our 
results. Unrelated to the SL9 impacts, bright ultravi- 
olet events within the normal auroral ovals, lasting up 
to a few hours, have been observed (Ballester work in 
progress, 1994). But these have indicated positive cor- 
relation between the northern and southern emission 

intensities, not the anti-correlation noted here. 
One possible explanation for our results is that high 

altitude particulates- or molecules (e.g. water; Cravens 
1994) - from the impact sites drifted southwards into 
the ionosphere in the auroral regions. We calculate that 
drift speeds between 50 and 100 rn s -• would be re- 
quired for the particulates to cover the required distance 
in time to have the observed effect. This is not unrea- 

sonable; Clarke et al. (1994) observed material drift- 
ing northwards at similar speeds. Impact site material 
would have lowered the conductivity of the southern au- 

roral zone, reducing the current flowing there, coolin• the southern auroral region and leading to lower H3 
emission. The field lines from the auroral zones couple 
to the equatorial plasma sheet, effectively transferring 
momentum from the planet to the plasma to maintain 
partial co-rotation via the current flowing in the iono- 
sphere (Strobel and Atreya, 1983). A current reduction 
in the south would reduce this effect, allowing the equa- 
torial plasma to slip relative to the planet, in turn, in- 
creasing the electric field in the northern auroral region 
and the current flowing there. The resulting additional 
Joule heating of the northern auroral ionosphere would 
increase H3 + emission there. 

The high correlation of column density and temper- 
ature in our fits makes it impossible to separate the 
two parameters. But if we assume (i) a typical auroral 
temperature around 900K and (ii) no change in col- 
umn density, the effects we see would be produced by a 
lowering of the peak southern auroral temperature by 
about 100K coupled with a temperature increase in the 
north of the same magnitude. This leads us to estimate 
that a 25- 40% reduction in southern conductivity is 
needed to produce the effects we observe, depending on 
assumptions about the plasma disk conductivity. Fur- 
ther modelling is underway (Achilleos, work in progress, 
1994) to see if this mechanism could account in detail 
for the observed suppression of the bright southern re- 
gions/enhancement of the bright northern regions. 

Conclusion 

We have noted a clear anti-correlation in northern 

and southern auroral H• + emissions peaking some three 
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to five days after the last impact and appearing to relax 
towards normal over the next few days. To our knowl- 
edge, this is the first time that such an anti-correlated 
event has been noted and it would therefore appear 
to be associated with the aftermath of the SL9 colli- 

sion. Timescales for the transport of impact site mate- 
rial seem to fit the requirements for our results and we 
have proposed a model by which this might produce the 
observed effects. But further calculations are clearly re- 
quired before we can make a more definite statement as 
to the precise mechanism. 
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